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133 SSC Sites: Then There Were Eight
134 Shuttle Setback
135 Revenge of the “Nozzleheads”
137 Details of 1957 British Nuclear Accident Withheld to Avoid Endangering U.S. Ties
138 Shakeup Under Way for Australian Science
140 Briefing: Rejuvenation at the Soviet Academy ■ Cosmonaut Faults Soviet Space Program ■ The Research Top Ten ■ AIDs Funds Increased; Helms Measure Blunted
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141 Gamma Rays from Cygnus X-1
142 Meeting on the Mind: Need for Mother’s Touch Is Brain-Based ■ The Receptor Mismatch Controversy ■ Drug-Brain Interaction Sparks Debate

Articles

149 Effects of Acid Rain on Freshwater Ecosystems: D. W. Schindler
157 Infrared Laser Spectroscopy of Molecular Ions: R. J. Saykally
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170 Expression and Function of the Segmentation Gene \textit{fushi tarazu} During \textit{Drosophila} Neurogenesis: C. Q. Doe, Y. Hiromi, W. J. Gehring, C. S. Goodman
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178 Role of the Protein Moiety of Ribonuclease P, a Ribonucleoprotein Enzyme: C. Reich, G. J. Olsen, B. Pace, N. R. Pace

181 Anti-Idiotypic Network Induced by T Cell Vaccination Against Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis: O. Lider, T. Reshef, E. Beraud, A. Ben-Nun, I. R. Cohen

184 A Quantitative Bioassay for HIV-1 Based on Trans-Activation: B. K. Felber and G. N. Pavlakis

187 Cell Wall Is Required for Fixation of the Embryonic Axis in \textit{Fucus} Zygotes: D. L. Kropp, B. Klaireg, R. S. Quatrano
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